


















































 

 

 

Mr. David Lawson                 June 1, 2017 
Chairman, New Milford Board of Education 
50 East Street 
New Milford, CT 06776 
 
Dear Mr. Lawson, 

It is with sincere pleasure that I deliver the John J. McCarthy Observatory Corporation’s 2016-2017 Annual 

Operations Report, per the Memorandum of Understanding between our organizations dated April 26, 2005. 

This has been a very productive year for this energetic organization, as we continue to build our skills, enrich 

our technology for education, and broaden our support of students and schools in the region, We are now in 

our 12th year of partnership with the Board of Education as a certified 501(C)(3) non-profit corporation, and 

our all-volunteer staff continues to dedicate our efforts to fulfill our responsibilities in this relationship. 

In this past school year, the number of visiting students has increased through special events and closer ties to 

school programs. We hosted all 400 incoming NMHS freshmen for an introduction to JJMO and to hear a talk 

about the sun, and engaged nearly 300 second graders for a talk and campus hunt for invasive plant species, 

among many activities. We are in the mist of planning a major event for the solar eclipse on August 21. 

We have continued this past year to expand our support for visitors with disabilities. We accommodate deaf 

visitors by having signers available, and host special education student visitors with tailored resources. We 

continue to plan ways to make this the best possible experience for every special needs visitor. Recently we have 

added more A/V technology to be able to “live stream” out monthly presentations in HD to our YouTube 

channel, so those unable to attend in person can hear all of our well rated talks on astronomy and events in 

space exploration. This is truly a state-of-the-art capability. 

Galileo’s Garden is very quickly maturing, on a path to being a true habitat for birds and butterflies, with many 

dozens of new plantings dedicated to such an environment. A number of young volunteers have been engaged 

in this evolution. Our goal is to achieve status as a Certified Butterfly Garden, with much to do yet to get there. 

We have at last achieved our goal of having a totally “green initiative” garden, using all organic materials, best 

garden practices and no harmful chemicals. A highlight, through our team of five Master Gardeners, was 

participation in a science initiative with UConn to have tiny parasitic wasps placed in the garden to attack the 

larvae of the red lily beetle which has invaded Connecticut. The UConn team will be returning soon to continue 

this research project.  

One of our most important ongoing focus areas is an energy reduction campaign, maintaining our goal of being 

“off the grid” with renewable energy as soon as possible. Three graduating seniors who have completed AP 

Physics are working now to design a full end-to-end solar energy system capable of supporting our current and 

envisioned future needs. We are striving for our facility and campus to be a model for students and citizens of 

the area to learn from. This year has been one of making real progress against our mission of exciting people to 

science, and we thank you for renewing our Memorandum of Understanding for another year. 

Sincerely, 

Robert E. Lambert 
Treasurer 
John J. McCarthy Observatory 

John J. McCarthy Observatory  



     17 years of science support of the region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuing in our mission of exciting students to science 

 



 

John J. McCarthy Observatory Corporation 

2017Annual Operations Report 

 

Introduction 
 
The John J. McCarthy Observatory Corporation (JJMOC) has during this year successfully fulfilled its 
obligations as specified by the “Memorandum of Understanding” (MOU) between JJMOC and the 
New Milford Board of Education (NMBOE). This agreement, dated April 26, 2005, set forth a 
structure and operational plan to ensure that the John J. McCarthy Observatory at the New Milford 
High School (NMHS) and the John J. McCarthy Planetarium at the Sarah Noble Intermediate School 
(SNIS) are maintained in an operational state and utilized to further science literacy and critical 
thinking skills through education and public outreach. Following is a review of volunteer 
accomplishments for this past school year: 

Educational Support and Outreach 
 

Based on the model developed by the School Advisory Board as set forth in the MOU, our in-school 
offerings for curriculum support have continued this year, but with more focus on the high school and 
support of the Next Generation Science Standards introduction.  With the retirement of volunteer Dr. 
Parker Moreland, ATG sessions at Schaghticoke School could not be held this year, but hopefully we 
can resume in the near future.   
 
We have had visits from school groups from Kent School, NMHS astronomy classes, an adult ed 
public speaking class, and many scout groups from across the region. We have also done our annual 
events for all of the 6th graders at Whisconier School in Brookfield.  Again we had very challenging 
weather throughout the winter and spring that complicated student observatory visits significantly, but 
have been able to host almost every visiting group so far this spring. We are pleased to report that we 
were able to keep the observatory ready through all the soggy weather, and once again we never had to 
cancel a visit due to our lack of readiness.  
 
We developed a new program for all the New Milford second graders this year, with Master Gardener 
experts teaching the students about invasive species of plants in the area. The Gardeners surveyed the 
campus of both Northville and Hill and Plain schools in advance to locate the common invasives, 
then brought several samples of each for students to study indoors, and learn about their 
characteristics. They then put on a very entertaining skit depicting “the bully in the garden” with 
gardeners bumping and pushing other gardeners as “invasives’. VERY well done, and much 
appreciated by students and teachers alike. Next the classes were shepherded outdoors so they could 
see the many invasives up close. There are many on both campuses. Each student was given a baggy 
with a lot of plant seeds for bird and butterfly attracting plants for planting at home. There have been 
requests to repeat this next year. Galileo’s Garden has attracted a team of very dedicated Master 
Gardeners, who are full of ideas for engaging students. We intend to expand this phase of our student 
interaction next year and beyond.  
 
Our successful Second Saturday Stars (SSS) program continued this year. The attendance even for 
cloudy, cold and rainy nights continues to be excellent, and on clear nights we often have well over 



100 visitors, from many towns in the region, and many more NMHS students attending. It is growing 
in awareness every year, and is a special event for the community. We have delivered over 120 unique 
astronomy presentations by volunteers at SSS without ever repeating a topic, and maintain nearly a 12 
month backlog of exciting new topics in progress. We do now include an annual springtime “State of 
the Planet” presentation by Observatory Director Monty Robson, using the latest scientific data on 
the changes in the environmental conditions that are contributing to a decline in the health of the 
earth. With the HD media technology we have deployed, our monthly presentations are now fed live 
to our YouTube channel so those who could not attend in person can watch the program live. All 
presentations are no retained on the out YouTube channel so they can be watched any time in the 
future, with closed captions for hearing impaired viewers.  
 
We continue publishing a monthly Astronomy Calendar that is distributed to well over 100 teachers 
and staff of school systems. This has proven to be a very well accepted document. In addition, a larger 
version of this document called the “Galactic Observer” is emailed to over 950 families in the region 
monthly, and is posted on our website.  The core of these publications consists of updates on today’s 
discoveries in space exploration (of which there are many), history lessons on astronomy and space 
programs, and upcoming celestial events for readers to enjoy. The feedback we get from subscribers 
throughout the region remains very positive.   
 
We had two successful Adult Education classes this year. We have now done 33 consecutive adult 
education classes over nearly 17 years. The New Milford adult education staff has been extremely 
helpful to us in administering adult education, which we much appreciate. We have completed 
developing a true state-of-the-art HD video system encompassing every content source in the facility 
to our HD digital projector, using the powerful Media Wall interface that can put any four of our 
sources on our large screen simultaneously.  It dramatically improves our ability to teach and excite 
students, SSS attendees and adult ed students. As reported last year, nearly $30,000 of leading edge 
technology has been donated to the observatory to integrate this latest technology for education. 
There is more to come – a next generation controller to do true digital “any-to-any” digital 
connectivity of devices in the classroom, observing deck and outdoor SkyDeck is being donated soon, 
and this summer will be integrated into the entire A/V network.  
 
Of course, the mainstay of our educational outreach continues to be the many scout groups, school 
groups, church groups and family groups who spend evenings viewing and learning the heavens. We 
teach young visitors how to run the telescopes, have them pick out objects to observe, and let them 
feel like they are “in charge” of the events.  Hands-on operation is an extraordinary experience for 
kids of all ages, and we get much feedback on how impactful it is. 
 
We are experimenting with inviting interested students from 6th through 12th grade to come and use 
the equipment on short notice dictated by weather conditions, and so far it is has been a success. We 
are hopeful that we can expand this approach in the year ahead. 
 



Special Needs Visitor Support 
 

We have continued to expand support for special needs groups, and have had signers for deaf visitors, 
purchased new materials for a second planned visually impaired program, and hosted learning 
impaired groups: one from Danbury, two from Ability Beyond, and one from NMHS. Our skills at 
supporting special needs, and the tools that we use continue to grow. The volunteer group has a very 
strong focus on this part of our efforts, and they are providing new ideas to support this effort.   
 

Donated Equipment and Technology Upgrades 
 

As a condition of the MOU, JJMOC donates any capital assets it acquires to the NMBOE. JJMOC has 
acquired and now donates the following assets acquired this year: 
 
Celestron automated telescope mount and adapters                                   - $1,400 
Audio inserter and Videon digital encoder for the HD YouTube feed        - $660  
HD interface/switching hardware for Observing deck HDTV                   - $250 
Three new office chairs and computer keyboards                                   - $220 
 

Facility energy efficiency 
 

In the prior school year, we had installed a power metering system so we could monitor power usage 
and work towards better energy efficiency.  Good progress was made this year through better focus on 
consumption – turning off computers, managing heating and cooling better, etc.  In addition, the 
school Facilities team was able to get the observatory included in the energy efficiency project in the 
high school, resulting in us replacing all of our lighting with LED fixtures and bulbs. All this has 
resulted in about a 20% reduction in electricity consumption, taking us under 1.5 Kw average usage.  
Our next step is to determine what kind of solar power system we would need to be totally off the 
grid. Three graduating NMHS seniors are working on this project now, as described below in this 
report. 

Athletic field lighting improvement 
 

The observatory team was very pleased to be included fully in the planning and execution of the new 
field lighting, and the overall field transformation. The field project team made our needs fully 
integrated into the planning and execution of this excellent undertaking. Our most important need was 
for improved light shielding, and the lighting firm set as a goal to have us be fully satisfied. This 
required them coming back several times with serious equipment to adjust lights that were out of spec 
or aimed incorrectly, and they fixed every one of them, involving us fully in each session. The 
improvement over the prior lighting is dramatic, and much appreciated. The much improved fencing 
and new perimeter pavement also makes the facility far more impressive. Many thanks for including us 
as full partners!



 

Galileo’s Garden as an earth science laboratory 
 

Our efforts of the last couple of years in completing the garden have been to evolve it into a true 
habitat for butterflies, birds, and pollinating bees. This has meant a significant change in the plant mix 
to one of plants that attract the many species that flourish in such a habitat. It has also meant 
completely adapting the best of environmentally acceptable practices regarding avoidance of anything 
other than organic products in all facets of garden care. No pesticides, no harmful weed killers or 
fungicides, organic fertilizer only, etc. We have removed plants such as the honeysuckle on the lattice 
railing of the SkyDeck after three years of trying to eliminate Oleander aphids, and taken other drastic 
actions to improve our “green” practices. It has been worth it!  The garden is in the best shape ever, 
and is a great resource for teaching environmental science. The back of this report has a number of 
garden images from this spring. Middle school students from various towns have been quite involved 
in tending to the garden this past year, and have much enjoyed learning from experts about proper 
ways to manage the life cycle of a wide variety of plants. . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Here is a photo from last fall of a number of 7th graders and younger from Brookfield and New 
Fairfield who assisted in planting about 500 donated bulbs last fall.  



An interesting example of applying science and “best practices” in Galileo’s Garden is the story of red 
lily beetles on our beautiful donated Stargazer Lilies. These small invasive beetles came from Asia (as 
many invasive species do), and in the last few years have appeared in Connecticut. We discovered 
them on our lilies three years ago, and learned that none of the pesticides we used would eliminate 
them. They devoured leaves and made the lily plants look horrible. Last year one of our Master 
Gardeners heard of an experiment being run by UConn to fight the beetles by using tiny parasitic 
wasps to devour the beetle larva, and was successful in getting Galileo’s Garden to be a test site for the 
wasp experiment.  The wasps were found in Asia as being effective and have been introduced here as 
a possible means of stopping the red lily beetle. In early July a number of the wasps were released onto 
our beetle larva, with great press coverage by the News Times and the Spectrum. The wasps 
overwinter in the soil, and should return soon to attack the larva that we have already spotted on the 
lilies as they are growing. The UConn team is returning soon to assess progress and plan next steps. 
We will be part of this study for a number of years, hopefully having success. We are proud to have 
this science-based team of Master Gardeners volunteering and helping us be practitioners of excellent 
garden management science.  



 

Spring 2017 Garden Evolution: 300+ daffodils and narcissus, 150+ tulips and 100 giant White Snowball 

Allium…..they are moons orbiting the observatory!   A kaleidoscope of dramatic color surrounds all of 

Galileo’s Garden and the whole observatory.   

 



English class enjoying their outdoor classroom.  June 1, 2017 

 

 



Student and alumnae highlights: 

We are very proud of the educational and career progress of many students who have been involved 
with the McCarthy Observatory over the years. Highlights of the science progress of several of them 
are noteworthy:   
 
Kyle Cloutier is doing extraordinary things in her career at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. 
She has been splitting her time between working on daily mission planning for the Opportunity rover 
on Mars and the “Grand Finale” of the Cassini mission exploring the Saturn system. The Grand 
Finale is doing many exciting and hazardous excursions in and out of the Saturn ring system and parts 
of the moon system before plunging into Saturn’s atmosphere on September 15, as it runs out of fuel. 
Kyle is right in the midst of this dramatic advancement of solar system exploration. In addition, she is 
now deeply involved in mission planning for the “Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, 
Geodesy and Heat Transport” (InSight) mission to study the deep interior of Mars. NASA is targeting 
a launch window that begins May 5, 2018, with a Mars landing scheduled for Nov. 26, 2018. 
 Kyle is a presenter via remote links at annual Observatory events, keeping us abreast of the missions 
she is working with. 
.  
Carly KleinStern, entering her junior year as a physics major at Brandeis University, has completed a 
fantastic research internship that started last summer, working for an Astrophysicist on a project using 
an array of radio telescopes to identify candidates for future merging of supermassive black holes in 
giant elliptical galaxies. She was given high praise for her contribution to this challenging research. 
Carly has just started a summer internship at Rochester Institute of Technology involving identifying 
and analyzing the interaction of merging large galaxies in a region of space in the constellation Sextans 
known for a high density of galaxies. Carly remains an active volunteer at the McCarthy Observatory, 
and has revitalized a student astronomy group at Brandeis, with our assistance at teaching deep space 
imaging techniques to her peers there. 
 
Katie Shusdock, entering her junior year as a biology major at Northeastern University, returned in 
November from over-wintering at the Palmer Station in Antarctica, doing a project involving marine 
biology in the very cold water of Antarctica. This was a very unique opportunity for a sophomore 
science major. Katie is also active as a regional robotics competition referee.   
  
Louise Gagnon, a Taft School junior, is an active volunteer at the Observatory, and has done two 
outstanding SSS presentations, and is planning two more in the months to come. She has also on her 
own initiative put together a one-week summer astronomy class for middle-school-aged students.  
 
Drew Humphries, Herlandt Lino and Kurt Jonke, graduating NMHS seniors, are working on an 
end-to-end project to define a solar power system to take the Observatory “off the grid”. They have 
been researching our power consumption, and assembling a draft proposal for solar panels, batteries, 
inverter, controllers, cabling, location, approval requirements, etc. to make the observatory a minimum 
contributor to greenhouse gases in earth’s atmosphere.  
 


